Animal eyes typically have specialized regions of high resolution and/or sensitivity that enable them to 16 execute behavior effectively within their specific visual habitat. These specializations, and evolutionary 17 changes to them, can be crucial for understanding an animal's ecology. Techniques for analyzing visual 18 specializations typically require fresh samples and are thus limited to studies on extant species. However, 19 the cornea of invertebrate compound eyes is readily preserved, even in fossils. To compare and quantify 20 vision in specimens from different time periods and habitats, and with different preservation states -21 fossilized in amber, dried or stored in alcohol -we developed a novel technique that uses X-ray 22 microtomography to create high resolution 3D models of compound eyes from which their sensitivity, 23 spatial resolution, and field of view can be estimated using computational geometry. We apply our 24 technique to understanding how the visual systems of some of the smallest flying insects, fungus gnats,
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The normal vector (NV) of each facet ( Fig.1Avi ) and its viewing direction relative to the head (Fig.1Avii) 
155
were calculated from the surfaces after importing them into Matlab (Mathworks). The limits of the visual 156 field of each eye were calculated from the NVs of their outermost facets. The complete visual field and 157 binocular overlap was determined by combining the limits of both eyes (Fig. 1Avii ). Facet diameters were 158 calculated by finding the average distances between the centre of each facet and its neighbours (Fig.   159 1Aviii) and inter-facet (IF) angles were calculated by finding the average angle between the NV of a facet 160 and its neighbours ( Fig. 1Aviii) (Land 1997) . Diagrams of how facet diameter and IF angle vary over the 161 visual field were generated from the visual axes and properties calculated for each gnat. A voronoi 162 diagram was drawn around the visual axes of each eye, and the cells were coloured according to the local 163 facet diameter ( Fig. 2A -C:i) or IF angle ( Fig. 2A-C: ii), which could also be depicted by colouring the 164 individual facets of the compound eye ( Fig. 2A-C insets) . This is an adaption of the analysis procedure we 165 recently developed (Taylor et al. 2019) , with a key conceptual difference being that here calculations are 166 performed on individually labelled facets, rather than being interpolated between sparse labels. A 167 simulation of how each gnat may have viewed a forest scene was generated from a panoramic forest 168 image, considered to represent the type of scene that these insects may have viewed. In the simulation, we 169 5 assumed that each facet accepted light over an angle equal to its IF angle, and then coloured the voronoi 170 cells based on the weighted average of the intensity value of the pixels that lay within this angular range 171 ( Fig. 3 ). For additional information on these steps, see the 'Detailed computational analysis procedure' 172 section in the supplemental material.
174

Results
175
Our analysis technique uses laboratory microCT to image the 3D structure of the heads and eyes of 176 insects (Fig. 1Ai , ii). We then calculate the visual properties of the eyes from the structure, shape, and size 177 of the individual corneal facets ( Fig. 1Aiii -v). The apposition compound eyes of arthropods are composed 178 of many facets, also known as ommatidial units. Each ommatidium comprises a corneal lens, a light-179 guiding cone and an underlying group of photoreceptors (Land & Nilsson 2012). In the specimens we 180 analysed, the cornea was the only intact part of the eye, but this could nonetheless be used to determine 181 facet diameter, the local inter-facet (IF) angle, and the full corneal projection (CP). The diameter of the 182 facets provides an indication of the amount of light that is focused onto the underlying photoreceptors 183 and can thus be used to approximate optical sensitivity -larger facets capture additional light in 184 proportion to the square of their diameter and increase optical sensitivity considerably. The IF angle 185 (calculated using the surface normal vector, NV, of each facet, Fig. 1viii ), can be used to approximate the 186 inter-ommatidial angle, which in turn can be used to predict visual resolution, because each lens focuses 187 light from a specific region of space (its viewing direction) centred about its optical axis. The smaller the 188 angle between the optical axes of adjacent facets, the greater the visual resolution is likely to be (Land 189 1997). In turn, the NVs can be used to calculate the angular projection of the cornea into the world (the 190 CP), which approximates the entire eye's field of view ( Fig. 1Avi , vii). It is important to note that our 191 measures provide only approximations because we are limited to taking measurements from the cornea.
192
For example, sensitivity is also affected by the receptor dimensions and its optical acceptance angle 193 (variables that cannot usually be measured in natural preserved specimens due to degradation of internal 194 structures) (Land 1997) and discrepancies between the IF and the inter-ommatidial angle can differ if the 195 cone and rhabdom that underlie the lens are skewed relative to its NV, (although this is usually only seen 196 at the edges of the eye) (Stavenga 1979 ).
198
To explore whether the visual systems of fungus gnats have changed both across habitat type and across 199 time, we applied our technique to three species (Orfeliini sp. (Table S1 ), the ancient gnat had both larger facet diameters ( Fig. 2D ) and IF angles ( Fig. 2E ), and also a 204 larger CP -indicating a larger field of view -than either extant species (Table S1 ). Interestingly, the CPs 205 of all species had a binocular overlap that is directed ventrally and frontally ( Fig. 2A-C ). Despite the gnats' 206 small eyes, it is evident that they also possess regional visual specializations. For example, the IF angles 207 vary across the visual field of all gnats. The lowest IF angles (indicating higher resolution) are directed 208 laterally and view their monocular CP ( 
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The simulation accounted for the variation in inter-facet (IF) angle (but not any spatial variation in optical 229 sensitivity) across each eye's CP.
231
Discussion
232
Vision is essential for guiding many animal behaviours, but we know little about the intrinsic and extrinsic 
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While not readily apparent from their external morphology ( Fig. 1B) , we can identify visual specializations 243 from our analyses of fungus gnat species from different locations, habitats and historical time periods. In 244 8 particular, we identified two visual specializations common to all three of the Orfeliini species investigated.
245
The first is that their highest resolution vision is directed laterally, and lies outside of their binocular field 246 ( Fig 248 specialization common to the species investigated here is that they have a large binocular overlap that is 249 primarily directed ventrally and somewhat frontally ( Fig. 3) . Interestingly, the extent of binocular overlap 250 in larger (female) flying insects is typically smaller and approximately ventrally-to-dorsally symmetric 251 (Beersma et al. 1977 , Seidl & Kaiser 1981 , Merry et al. 2006 ). We propose that ventral binocularity is a 252 previously unconsidered adaption for small, forest-dwelling insects that could allow them to improve 253 sensitivity by integrating the noisy signal of shadowed objects on the ground between both their eyes.
254
Our method also allowed us to identify that gnats have distinct differences between their vision, which may 255 represent habitat-specific specializations. We find that both the extant and ancient tropical gnat species 256 have larger, more dorsally-directed total corneal projections (CPs) than the temperate gnat ( Fig. 3 ).
257
Tropical species also had slightly larger facet diameters than temperate species ( 
260
as their ventral facets are larger than those facing dorsally ( Fig. 2A,B :i). These larger ventral facets appear 261 to represent a regional visual specialization that would likely improve the relative sensitivity of the 262 ommatidia viewing the forest floor. An analogous increase in eye 'regionalization' is also found among 263 extant damselfly species that live in dark or visually complex habitats (Scales & Butler 2016 
270
Our results demonstrate that this advance on our analysis method can be used to identify visual 271 specializations present in species from different times and environments, and will enable investigations 
290
The corneas of insect eyes can remain well-preserved in amber dating back to the Early Cretaceous 291 (Poinar & Milki 2001 ) and we expect that there are many further opportunities to use our methodology to 
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Editor, the connector was set to 'dijkstra', and the control points to 'vertex'. The Surface Path Editor 360 allows points to be selected around the border of the left compound eye, which were linked by paths 361 taking the shortest route across the surface between sequential points. To isolate this area from the 362 remainder of the surface, after closing the path around the eye, the 'Patchify Surface' was selected. The
363
Surface Editor was then used to selectively display only the compound eye patch, after which the 'Extract 
368
Note that each fungus gnat facet has a dome shaped cornea; many other insects have flatter, hexagonal 369 lenses and placing a control point at each of the six corner points of a facet would probably be sufficient 370 in such cases. The right eyes of gnats were not individually segmented, but we counted the number of 371 facets by using another geodesic path to place control points at the centre of each facet. This indicated 372 that the gnat eyes were approximately symmetrical, with at most a 2.4% difference in facet number 373 between the eyes (Table S1 ).
375
Each head surface was then aligned using the Transform Editor, by positioning and aligning it such that it 
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After completing the above-described processing workflow in Amira, it was necessary to export data for 393 use in Matlab. Both the head surface and eye surface were exported as 'stl' files in little endian format.
394
The paths surrounding each facet were exported as 'Amira lineset' files in asci format. To facilitate 395 importing paths into Matlab, it was necessary to split the lineset file into two parts using a text editing 
405
We will also submit an example Amira project showing the result of the complete workflow 406 described above to Data Dryad. Finally, we will submit the files exported from Amira to Data 407 Dryad so that the full results of the Matlab scripts described below can be replicated.
409
Detail computational analysis procedure 
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The neighbours of each facet were determined based on the shortest distances between its centre and 434 those of each other facet (each facet linked to six neighbours, unless it was on the border of the eye).
435
Having established the neighbours of each facet, the inter-facet (IF) angle of a given facet was calculated 436 as the average angle between the normal from its centre and those of its neighbours and the facet 437 diameter was calculated as the average distance from its centre point to those of its neighbours. The eye 438 parameter, was calculated by multiplying each facet's IF angle by its diameter (Snyder 1979) . Note that the 439 calculating the eye parameter assumed that the inter-ommatidial angle equals the computed IF angle, 440 which may not be true and limits the accuracy with which we can report this parameter. It is possible to 
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To approximate the field of view of each eye, we determined its corneal projection (CP). We did this by 447 first calculating the intersection of each NV on a distant sphere. We then discretized the sphere into many 448 equally-spaced points and determined which of those points lay within a boundary enclosing the NV 449 intersections. The points within the CP were determined in this manner for each eye individually. The 450 union of these two sets of points provided the total CP, while the intersection indicated the portion of 451 the CP with binocular overlap. The borders around each region were also calculated for use in the later 452 plotting steps; note that if multiple individual regions are present within a given CP (such as in the 453 binocular CP, Fig. 2A ), the border calculation may take a long time to compute. The visual sphere was 454 also divided into individual regions for each facet. This was calculated either for the facets of the left eye 455 only (Fig. 2) or for both eyes (Fig. 3) by calculating the borders of the voronoi cells (on the surface of the 456 sphere) around the sphere intersection points of the facets. Although the voronoi cells covered the entire 457 sphere, those on the borders were limited to the extent of the previously calculated CP.
459
Different methods were implemented to plot the data resulting from the previous analysis. The individual 460 NVs and CPs were drawn onto a sphere surrounding a visualization of the head surface (Fig. S3A) . The 461 values of each calculated parameter were encoded using colour maps, and displayed either as a world-462 based representation by colouring the voronoi cells of the left eye ( Fig. 2A-C) , or as a head-based 463 representation by colouring the corneal facets on the eye surface ( Fig. 2A-C insets) . While the voronoi 464 cells were calculated on a sphere, we displayed them as 2D maps using an equirectangular projection, 465 onto which either the binocular CP or the right eye CP could be displayed using the 'plotBinoLine' and 466 the 'plotRightEyeLine' variables, respectively. It was also possible to draw contour lines of one parameter 467 upon the map of another using the 'dispContourOnInterOImage' variable (for example contours of facet 12 diameter on a map of IF angle, Fig. S3B ). Facets viewing the binocular CP could also be indicated with 469 markers on the head centric representation (using the 'binoMarkerSize' variable). All plots could be saved 470 automatically by setting the 'saveImages' flag.
472
To display colour maps, the observed range of each calculated parameter was discretized into a number 473 of equally spaced bins (set with 'numColBins' variable). By default, this discretization is performed for 474 each insect, and different insect eyes had different ranges and receive different colour mappings. To 475 compare between multiple insects, 'AnalyseCorneaMain.m' should first be run for each insect with the 476 'saveData' flag set. This will save the calculated parameters for each insect analysed and the 477 'PlotGroupHistograms.m' script (which requires similar variables to be set as in the main analysis file) was 478 used to produce overlaid histograms for the parameters, and to compute the mean, standard deviation, 479 and range of each parameter for each insect. The latter file also determined the total ranges of each 480 calculated parameter between all data sets and used them to compute the appropriate discretization for all 481 insects. In the original file, the 'useGroupColBins' flag should then be set, and re-running the main 482 analysis file for each insect creates plots with a common colour mappings.
484
A simulation of an insect's vision of a user-supplied panoramic image (Fig. 3) 
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Upon acceptance of this manuscript: We will submit the Matlab files required to complete the 502 analysis procedure described to GitHub. We will also submit the calculated visual properties to 503 Data Dryad.
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Supplemental tables 506 Table S1 : Summary of additional parameters related to each fungus gnat specimen. Corneal projection 507 (CP) is indicated as a percentage of the visual sphere viewed. Visual field extents are also provided as the 508 minima and maxima angular limits of the total azimuthal range (at 0° elevation) and the total elevation 509 range (at 0° azimuth), followed by the total angular extent in parenthesis (the CP behind the head is 510 indicated with values from -90° to -270° in the elevation range). The mean ± one standard deviation is 511 provided for the facet diameter, IF angle, and eye parameter, followed by the measured minima and 512 maxima values in parenthesis.
513
Species
Neoplatyura 10.5 ± 4.5 (3.9 -40.1) 11.3 ± 3.7 (6.0 -28.5) 9.1 ± 2.8 (4.3 -20.6) Eye parameter, P (μm.rad) 3.6 ± 1.6 (1.3 -14.1) 4.1 ± 1.4 (1.9 -12.5) 3.2 ± 1.1 (1.4 -9.0) 514 
